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WINTER 2020/21
Forget, please, for a moment the woes of the past few months and celebrate with us the
revitalised Barnes Bookshop now at 98 Church Road. We offer a range of socially
distanced services from click and collect to the ease of being part of bookshop.org where
you will find us to order online. As ever, we are here at the shop to answer queries and
recommend books for all your friends and family so do visit, ring or email us

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

BEN MACINTYRE Agent Sonya (400pp)
The human story behind ‘Mrs Burton’, the Soviet Union’s most effective spy

£25

DAVID ATTENBOROUGH A Life on Our Planet (272pp)
At once a witness statement of his own life & a vision for the future if we act now

£20

LIONEL BARBER The Powerful and the Damned (480pp)
Diaries kept by the editor of the FT: life & personalities behind the headlines

£25

BARACK OBAMA A Promised Land (768pp)
First volume of his presidential memoirs: from early political aspirations to 2008

£35

FREDRIK LOGEVALL JFK Volume I: 1917-1956 (816pp)
The pre-White House years of the private man & his political ambition

£30

SELINA HASTINGS Sybille Bedford (432pp)
First full length biography of the novelist, travel writer & bon viveur

£25

SASHA SWIRE Diary of an MP’s Wife (544pp)
Trials & tribulations of being a political ‘plus one’: the intrigue, conflict & gossip

£20
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JONATHAN KAUFMAN Kings of Shanghai (384pp)
£20
How two Jewish families, the Sassoons & the Kadoories, opened up China to the World
ED CAESAR The Moth and the Mountain (288pp)
£18.99
Everest’s forgotten hero, Maurice Wilson, whose aim was to crash land to reach the top
CATHERINE GRACE KATZ The Daughters of Yalta (336pp)
Anna Roosevelt, Kathleen Harriman & Sarah Churchill & their statesmen fathers

£25

FERDINAND MOUNT Kiss Myself Goodbye (272pp)
£20
Aunt Munca: from the back streets of Sheffield to high society, a life of lies unravelled
IAIN DALE ED. Prime Ministers (560pp)
£25
Profiles of the fifty-five First Lords of the Treasury by current figures in British politics
ALAN DON Faithful Witness: Diaries 1931-46 (384pp)
£30
Turbulent decades observed by the chaplain to King George V & Archbishop Cosmo Lang
ROY STRONG Types and Shadows: Diaries 2004-2015 (544pp)
Art historian, museum curator & garden designer copes with grief & new challenges

£25

TG OTTE Statesman of Europe (896pp)
£35
Life of Sir Edward Grey, redoubtable Foreign Secretary during the approach to WWI
RUPERT EVERETT To the End of the World (352pp)
Third volume of memoirs: the actor’s ten year quest to make a film on Oscar Wilde

£20

BARBARA AMIEL Friends and Enemies: A Memoir (608pp)
The journalist, socialite & wife of Conrad Black spills the beans

£25

ALATHEA FITZALAN-HOWARD Windsor Diaries (368pp)
Affectionate portrait of Royal wartime life with the two teenage Princesses

£25

TOM BOWER Boris Johnson: The Gambler (592pp)
Detailed study of the past five years to garner an insight into the man & his politics

£20

HEATHER CLARK Red Comet (1152pp)
£30
Balanced reappraisal of the life & poetry of Sylvia Plath using a wealth of new material
TED DEXTER 85 Not Out (328pp)
From Test Match cricket to an active life in ‘retirement’, a gentleman & a player

£20

NATALIE HAYNES Pandora’s Jar (310pp)
£20
Nuanced examination of the women of Ancient Greek mythology: from Hera to Athena
JAN SWAFFORD Mozart: The Reign of Love (832pp)
£30
Both the man & musician: his genius bedevilled by the myriad myths that obscure him
HERMIONE LEE Tom Stoppard (992pp)
Authorised portrait of a playwright who still has much to offer

£30

CHRIS BRYANT The Glamour Boys (448pp)
Bravery of the homosexual MPs who tried to warn Chamberlain about Hitler

£25

LAURENCE REES Hitler and Stalin (528pp)
Exploration of their similarities & disparities & their tyrannical utopian objectives

£25
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HISTORY & POLITICS

JAMES HOLLAND Sicily ‘43 (640pp)
Operation HUSKY: a new perspective on a major turning point in WWII

£25

ROBIN LANE FOX The Invention of Medicine (432pp)
From Homer to Hippocrates, the craft of healing & importance of case histories

£25

JOHN FERRIS Behind the Enigma (848pp)
First authorised history of GCHQ with access to its archives to debunk a few myths

£30

CEES NOOTEBOOM Venice (240pp)
Walk past canals & piazzas with a worthy successor to Montaigne & Mann

£20

SIÂN EVANS Maiden Voyages (368pp)
Transatlantic adventures of women from all classes, from migrants to millionaires

£25

CHRIS NAUNTON Egyptologists’ Notebooks (264pp)
Unsung heroes of archaeology as seen in the letters, journals & drawings of the time

£32

DAVID HEPWORTH Overpaid, Oversexed, Over Here (336pp)
£20
How a grey post-war Britain electrified the US with The Beatles, The Stones & The Who
PETER STOTHARD The Last Assassin (288pp)
£20
Murder of Julius Caesar seen through the last assassin to resist capture, Cassius Parmensis
CHARLES SPENCER The White Ship (352pp)
November 1120: the sinking of one ship leaves England in the grip of civil unrest

£25

IAN MORTIMER The Time Traveller’s Guide to Regency Britain (432pp)
£20
Britain of Beau Brummel, Byron & bad behaviour but also a time of transition & change
JAMES OWEN The Times Great Events (448pp)
£20
How ‘The Thunderer’ reported news: from the revolutions of 1848 to Mandela’s release
OLIVIA WILLIAMS Secret Life of the Savoy (336pp)
Cultural history of an hotel & the D’Oyly Carte family: jazz, operetta & Oscar Wilde

£20

IAN BURUMA The Churchill Complex (320pp)
£18.99
Anglo-American relationship explored through the personalities of PMs & presidents
PETER SNOW & ANN MACMILLAN Treasures of World History (224pp)
50 key documents from 2800BC to 2013: their significance on history & civilisations
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£30

ART & ARCHITECTURE

WENDY HITCHMOUGH The Bloomsbury Look (184pp)
They resisted definition yet their art & dress revealed a coherent group identity

£30

CLIVE ASLET The Real Crown Jewels of England (384pp)
£20
Places that underpin a national identity from ancient oaks to the White Cliffs of Dover
ANDY FRIEND John Nash (352pp)
£30
Often neglected in favour of his brother Paul, a prestigious talent revealed in word & art
PHILIP PARKER History of World Trade in Maps (224pp)
Seventy maps which encapsulate the history of commerce, profit & power over time

£25

LOUISE ROGERS LALAURIE Matisse: The Books (320pp)
Study of the eight, limited edition ‘livres d’artiste’ & their biographical importance

£65

LACHLAN GOUDIE The Story of Scottish Art (384pp)
£29.95
From Pictish carved stones to Eduardo Paolozzi, how Scotland has defined itself in art
PHILIP GEFTER What Becomes a Legend Most (672pp)
Life & legacy of Richard Avedon: his place in the history of photography & fashion

£25

RORY FRASER Follies (128pp)
£14.99
A glorious gallimaufry of architectural curiosities & the personalities behind them
ANTONY GORMLEY Shaping the World (392pp)
In conversation with Martin Gayford, examines sculpture from pre-history to now

£40

DAVID BLAYNEY BROWN ET AL Turner’s Modern World (240pp)
£40/£25 pbk
Whilst many contemporaries ignored their changing world he embraced it (Tate)
ISABELLA SCHLIEKER Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (192pp)
First survey of the artist’s work. Accompanies Tate Britain exhibition

£40/£25 pbk

WILLIAM FEAVER The Lives of Lucian Freud: Fame 1968-2011 (592pp)
The years of success yet forever the enfant terrible, in pursuit of elusive perfection

£35

NATALYA SEMENOVA Morozov (288pp)
£25
How a wealthy textile merchant collected, & lost, a magnificent collection of modern art
DAVID & SIMON HARSENT Salt Moon (60pp)
£25
Fleeting forms of light & water in poetry & photograph (Guillemot Press limited edition)
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY

NIGELLA LAWSON Cook Eat Repeat (352pp)
150 new recipes intertwined with reflections on food & eating

£26

MARY BERRY Simple Comforts (304pp)
Reliable recipes for everyday enjoyment

£26

PEN VOGLER
Scoff: A History of Food and Class in Britain (480pp)
Tea, dinner or supper? How our eating habits reveal our social background

£20

CAROLYN MULLET Adventures in Eden (300pp)
Explore fifty private gardens across Europe: their histories, owners & allure

£30

TOM KERRIDGE The Hand and Flowers Cookbook (432pp)
Dishes from the two-Michelin-star pub – British classics for the twenty-first century

£40

DAN KEELING & MARK ANDREW Wine from Another Galaxy (352pp)
The duo behind London’s Noble Rot on demystifying wine & enjoying it

£30

CLARE BALDING Heroic Animals (352pp)
100 inspiring creatures & their stories, from Greyfriar’s Bobby to Paul the octopus

£20

PAUL STERRY The Collins Garden Birdwatcher’s Bible (416pp)
£30
How to identify & attract birds to your garden whilst being an advocate for the species
MARK LANE Royal Gardens of the World (240pp)
£35
Pleasure for the plantsman & armchair traveller alike - from Highgrove to the Taj Mahal
MONTY DON American Gardens (224pp)
£35
From Jefferson’s Monticello to New York’s Central Park. Photographs by Derry Moore
JACK WALLINGTON RHS: The Gardener’s Book of Patterns (224pp)
£19.95
Illustrated planting plans that can be scaled up or down to fit the area being planted
LIZZIE COLLINGHAM The Biscuit (320pp)
£18.99
From the Roman’s ‘twice-baked’ bread to ultimate comfort food: history with recipes
BILL BUFORD Dirt (432pp)
£18.99
The five year odyssey to master the art of French cuisine. From the author of ‘Heat’
BRUCE ANDERSON Drink! (128pp)
Fifty-two articles from his ‘Spectator’ column celebrating the finer things in life
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£12.99

FICTION

ROBERT HARRIS V2 (320pp)
£20
1942: A German scientist and an English WAAF officer are pitted against one another
ROSE TREMAIN Islands of Mercy (368pp)
£18.99
A tale of longing & frustration in the orderly confines of Bath & the jungles of Borneo
MARTIN AMIS Inside Story (560pp)
Thinly veiled autobiography: an examination of life, friendship & untimely loss

£20

STEPHEN FRY Troy (416pp)
£20
Retelling of the epic tale of love & war, power & passion: of Helen, Zeus, Paris & Achilles
BERNHARD SCHLINK Olga (288pp)
£16.99
A love story & a panoramic view of the twentieth century as seen though one woman’s life
DOUGLAS STUART Shuggie Bain (448pp)
£14.99
Winner of the Booker Prize: one man’s fight to save his mother & himself from desolation
DOLLY ALDERTON Ghosts (352pp)
£14.99
Nina is thirysomething & at a crossroads. Will a new love be a dream..... or nightmare?
JONATHAN COE Mr Wilder and Me (256pp)
£16.99
A young woman finds herself working for the fabled film director whose star is waning
SHIRLEY HAZZARD The Collected Stories (368pp)
Twenty-eight short stories – two published for the first time

£16.99

THOMAS KENEALLY The Dickens Boy (400pp)
£20
Sent by his father, Charles, to make a new life in Australia, Edward has a shameful secret
MARILYNNE ROBINSON Jack (320pp)
Final novel in the ‘Gilead’ series: a prodigal son falls for a preacher’s daughter

£18.99

WILLIAM BOYD Trio (352pp)
1968. Three lives, one film, everyone with a secret to hide. Who will crack first?

£18.99

BEN SCHOTT Jeeves and the Leap of Faith (352pp)
£18.99
Challenges both domestic & national keep Jeeves up to the mark. Authorised homage
SOPHIE KINSELLA Love Your Life (368pp)
£20
Is it true love when your partner’s habits drive you nuts? Ava & Matt are about to find out
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CRIME FICTION

RICHARD OSMAN The Thursday Murder Club (400pp)
£14.99
Each week four friends discuss unsolved murders. How will they cope with a real corpse?
LAWRENCE OSBORNE The Glass Kingdom (304pp)
£16.99
A young woman on the run, a cache of money in a suitcase. What does she have to fear?
CHARLES CUMMING Box 88 (496pp)
£14.99
Box 88 is a top secret spying agency, coming into its own now the Cold War is over
MIKAEL NIEMI To Cook a Bear (464pp)
Sweden 1852: is a bear really to blame for a girl’s death & another’s mauling?
ROBERT GALBRAITH Troubled Blood (944pp)
Private Detective Cormoran Stike is asked to reopen a forty-year-old cold case

£18.99
£20

JO NESBO The Kingdom (560pp)
£20
Two brothers, two very different journeys in life until they meet again & secrets emerge
ELLY GRIFFITHS The Postscript Murders (352pp)
£18.99
The death of a ninety-year-old woman shouldn’t be suspicious & yet things don’t add up...
IAN RANKIN A Song for the Dark Times (336pp)
£20
When Rebus is rung at the dead of night by his daughter, he knows it can’t be good news
ANDREA CAMILLERI The Sicilian Method (304pp)
£16.99
Two deaths: are they linked? Montalbano is drawn into the world of theatre for answers
ANNE GLENCONNER Murder on Mustique (352pp)
£16.99
A tropical storm threatens & an heiress goes missing. Is it linked to an earlier tragedy?
HÅKAN NESSER The Secret Life of Mr Roos (512pp)
£18.99
A lottery win leads to a life of secrecy, deception & murder. Barbarotti investigates
JOHN BANVILLE Snow (352pp)
£14.99
A respected parish priest is murdered. Why is there a reluctance to solve the crime?
MICHAEL CONNELLY The Law of Innocence (432pp)
£20
A body is found in the boot of the Lincoln Lawyer’s car. He must prove he was framed
ANJA DE JAGER Death at the Orange Locks (336pp)
Lotte Meerman investigates a crime too close to home
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£14.99 pbk

SEASONAL TRIFLES

GYLES BRANDRETH The Oxford Book of Theatrical Anecdotes (832pp)
From Shakespeare to Stoppard, a treasury of thespian triumph & disaster

£20

A A GILL Far and Away (384pp)
£20
Taking travel as its central theme, a collection of the late-lamented journalist’s writings
DANIEL FINKELSTEIN Everything in Moderation (480pp)
From football to assisted dying, a selection of the columnist’s ‘Times’ articles

£25

CLIVE JAMES The Fire of Joy (320pp)
£20
The author, poet & journalist’s last harrah: his 80 favourite poems with commentary
PETER ROSS A Tomb with a View (368pp)
An idiosyncratic guide to Britain’s best burial grounds & their inhabitants

£20

HILARY MANTEL Mantel Pieces (352pp)
£16.99
Articles on history, current affairs & culture first aired in the London Review of Books
DAILY TELEGRAPH Book of SAS Obituaries (248pp)
Riviting eulogies of the men who dared & whose exploits were cloaked in secrecy

£25

STIG ABELL Things I Learned on the 6.28 (336pp)
£16.99
Former editor of the TLS shares his enjoyment of books from Shakespeare to crime fiction
ALED JONES Everyday Blessings (384pp)
Spiritual wisdom for every day of the year, a companion to console & uplift

£14.99

SEAN MAGEE In Praise of Famous Horses (256pp)
An A-Z compendium of all things equine

£16.99

TIM BENSON Britain’s Best Political Cartoons 2020 (224pp)
£12.99 pbk
Look back in laughter with these rich pickings from Britains’ finest cartoonists
OLIVER SODEN Jeoffry: The Poet’s Cat (208pp)
£16.99
A poet, a poem & the cat who inspired it set against the backdrop of 18th c. London
BEN COLLINS Aston Martin (304pp)
£20
From Le Mans to James Bond: the epitome of style, sophistication & speed by ‘The Stig’
ROGER HUDSON An Englishman’s Commonplace Book (112pp)
Collected over some forty years, absurd observations & snippets to savour
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£14.50
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CHILDREN’S WINTER LIST 2020/21
With the nights drawing in, is there a better excuse for drawing the curtains and curling up
with a new book? Lose yourself in worlds imaginary, fantastical or factual or have fun
choosing a present for your family and friends

0 – 4 YEARS OLD

SAM TAPLIN The Twinkly Twinkly Fairies (10pp)
£12.99 Board Book
Albert the unicorn does not like the dark, but the fairies light the way for him. Watch the
number of lights increase from page to page in this magical novelty book
NICK SHARRATT Ketchup on Your Reindeer (24pp)
£9.99
Do you like ketchup on your reindeer or a Father Christmas hat on your Christmas pud?
Flip the split pages & choose your very own crazy Christmas!
MAC BARNETT A Polar Bear in the Snow (40pp)
£12.99
Follow the magnificent polar bear on a mysterious journey through ice & snow. With
beautiful paper cut illustrations which create a winter wonderland
EMMA YARLETT Santa Post (32pp)
£12.99
Amy has left it rather late to send her letter to Santa & then, horror, the letter falls into the
fire & the poor man must guess what she wants. Will he be successful?
SAM MCBRATNEY Will You be my Friend? (32pp)
£12.99
One day Little Nutbrown Hare goes off exploring on his own. Finally, he finds someone to
play with: a little snow-white hare called Tipps. Sequel to ‘Guess How Much I Love You’
SIMONA CIRAOLO If Winter Comes, Tell it I’m not Here (32pp)
£12.99
When winter comes, says his BIG sister, it will be cold … & dark … & rain all the time. Can
he learn to celebrate winter when he enjoys summer so much?
YUVAL ZOMMER Thing Called Snow (32pp)
£12.99
Winter arrives & friends, Fox & Hare, cannot wait to jump, leap & bounce in this thing
called snow. But what is it? They go on an Arctic adventure to find out
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ROGER MCGOUGH Crocodile Tears (40pp)
£12.99
The crocodile said to the chimpanzee: "Chimpanzee, I want to be free. The jungle jangle's
not for me." So he heads for the bright lights of London to find adventure. Will it satisfy?
SHIRLEY HUGHES Dogger’s Christmas (32pp)
£12.99
Forty years on, a sequel to that perennial favourite, ‘Dogger’. Amid all the excitement of
Christmas & new toys, will Dave forget about his old friend Dogger?
OLIVER JEFFERS What We’ll Build (48pp)
£14.99
‘What shall we build, you & I? I'll build your future & you'll build mine’. A father &
daughter build a home, memories to cherish & love to keep them warm & safe
CYLIN BUSBY The Bookstore Cat (32pp)
£12.99
The bookstore cat is a well-loved & well-read feline. Follow his funny adventures from AZ through a bustling day in the shop
BENJI DAVIES The Snowflake (48pp)
£12.99
One little snowflake falls from the sky & one little girl called Noelle finds the smallest tree.
But she needs something special to shine brightly on top. What will it be?
GILES ANDREAE Monster Christmas (32pp)
£12.99
Father Christmas is old & tired with creaky knees. He needs a break. Who better to
replace him than little monster? But everyone is scared of him. A rhyming story full of fun

5-8 YEARS OLD

NEIL GAIMAN Pirate Stew (48pp)
£12.99
Meet Long John McRon, ship’s cook & the most unusual babysitter you have ever met.
Rhyming, riotous fun with colourful illustrations by Chris Riddell
MALIN KLINGENBERG The Secret Life of Farts (40pp)
£12.99
If ever there was a book to tempt you to learn a four-line verse, then this is it. Flatulence in
the concert hall, flatulence under water, diverting rhymes for everyone who....farts!
ROSA BAILEY The Robin and the Reindeer (96pp)
£12.99
A little reindeer gets lost in the woods until a helpful Robin shows her how to fly home. A
story of generosity & friendship
MAGGIE O’FARRELL Where Snow Angels Go (72pp)
£14.99
Sylvie wakes up one night & sees a pair of enormous wings. A snow angel has come to
help her get well. Now recovered, will she ever see him again?
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ALEX T SMITH Claude at the Palace (96pp)
Enjoy a royal romp as Claude & Sir Bobblysock accidentally gatecrash the Queen’s
birthday & are left babysitting the Princes & Princesses with mixed results

£8.99

DAV PILKEY Cat Kid Comic Club (176pp)
£10.99
From the author of ‘Captain Underpants’ & ‘Dog Man’, meet twenty-one rambunctious,
funny & talented baby frogs as they discover the art of comic making
MICHAEL MORPURGO Puffin Keeper (112pp)
£12.99
A story about being rescued, be it from a shipwrecked boat off the Isles of Scilly or a
bedraggled puffin in need of sanctuary. Celebrates the publisher Puffin’s 80th birthday
DAVID WALLIAMS Code Name Bananas (480p)
£14.99
A thrilling wartime adventure featuring a little boy called Eric & Gertrude the Gorilla,
rescued from London Zoo, who escape to the seaside & uncover a dastardly Nazi plot
MICHAEL BOND The Adventures of Parsley the Lion (224pp)
£14.99
Living in the magical Herb Garden, Parsley the Lion is never sure what is going to happen
to him next. A classic with new illustrations by Rob Biddulph
JK ROWLING The Ickabog (34pp)
£20
The kingdom of Cornucopia was once the happiest place in the world until a mythical
monster took on a life of its own. Suddenly happy certainty is under threat.....

9-11 YEARS OLD

ONJALI Q RAUF The Night Bus Hero (304pp)
£6.99 pbk
Everyone thinks Hector is just a bully. They don't believe he has the potential to be a hero.
Yet with the help of Mei Li, he enters the world of the homeless to solve a crime
CATHERINE DOYLE Miracle on Ebenezer Street (240pp)
£12.99
George & his father are swept on an adventure to three Christmases: past, present & future.
With help from new friends & a bit of magic their grey world may be colourful once again
PHILIP PULLMAN Serpentine (80pp)
£7.99
A novella, set after the action of ‘His Dark Materials’, sees Lyra & Pan return to the North
to visit an old friend, in search of answers
BEN MILLER The Day I Fell into a Fairytale (304pp)
£12.99
Lana’s brother thinks he is too grown up to play with her. But when she finds a portal to a
weird world, she will need her brother’s help to defeat the evil witch there. Will he help?
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SIBÉAL POUNDER Tinsel (320pp)
£9.99
Who believed Santa Claus was a chap? This is the tale of the girls who invented Christmas,
a rip-roaring adventure with two formidable heroines
LIZ PICHON Shoe Wars (448pp)
£12.99
Welcome to Shoe Town where Ruby & Bear Foot are running out of time to rescue their
inventor father from his hideous boss, Wendy Wedge. From the author of Tom Gates
SARAH LEAN The Good Bear (320pp)
£12.99
Thea may have problems at home to face (her dad’s new girlfriend for instance), but Bear
has even greater hurdles to face. Can Thea persuade the townspeople that he is no threat?
DAVID ALMOND Brand New Boy (320pp)
£10.99
When a new boy joins the class, everyone thinks he's a bit odd, but he's brilliant at football
& loves crisps. But the truth about George is stranger than anyone could imagine
EVE MCDONNELL Elsetime (346pp)
£8.99 pbk
On the eve of the Great Flood of 1928 the Thames is about to break its banks. Can Glory,
along with her time-traveller friend Needle, & her pet crow change the future?
MELISSA DE LA CRUZ The Thirteenth Fairy (352pp)
£7.99 pbk
Filomena is a fan of ‘Never After’ books but certainly hadn’t guessed that they were true.
Now she & her ‘fictional’ friends must thwart the evil queen’s plans. New fantasy series

12+ YEARS

ALEX WHEATLE Cane Warriors (192pp)
£10.99
Moa is 14. The only life he has known is toiling under the whip on a sugar plantation in
Jamaica. One night he decides to join an uprising & escape. Based on true events in 1760
LAURA WOOD Snowfall and Silver (356pp)
£7.99 pbk
In the Autumn of 1931, 18-year-old Freya runs away from her home in Cornwall to follow
her dream of becoming an actress &, just perhaps, find love
KAREN M MCMANUS The Cousins (336pp)
£7.99 pbk
Four children abruptly stranded by their mother. Years later they receive an invitation. It is
time to find out the truth. The new thriller from author of ‘One of Us is Lying’
JOSEPH COELHO The Girl who Became a Tree (176pp)
£12.99
As Daphne tries to make sense of losing her father, she recalls memories of shared times &
stories past. A novel of the present narrated in verse with echoes from Greek mythology
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SALLY NICHOLLS The Silent Stars Go By (240pp)
£12.99
WWI is over & Margot’s fiancé unexpectedly returns after being reported missing,
presumed dead. Can she tell him the truth of what has happened to her?
JENNIFER NIVEN Breathless (400pp))
£7.99 pbk
Claudine is making plans: college, becoming a famous writer, having fun & finding love.
Then the bombshell of her parents splitting up throws it all into chaos
JULIA GRAY I, Ada: Rebel, Genius, Visionary (336pp)
£7.99 pbk
Fictionalised glimpse into the young life of Ada Lovelace, the 19th-century mathematician,
determined to find freedom from the strict standards of her time
TRACEY MATHIAS Silence is Also a Lie (448pp)
£7.99 pbk
Zara is an ‘illegal’. She can't tell anyone who she is & she can't tell anyone what she knows
about how her friend, Sophie, died. Secrecy is safety – or is it?
ZOE SUGG & AMY MCCULLOCH The Magpie Society (336pp)
£12.99
Illumen Hall is an unremarkable boarding school – until a pupil’s body is found on the
beach with a tattoo of a magpie on her back. First in a modern gothic thriller series
IBI ZOBOI & YUSEF SALAAM Punching the Air (400pp)
£7.99 pbk
One night, an argument turns to tragedy. One boy is wrongfully convicted & must fight
for his right to freedom. A novel in verse

NON-FICTION & GIFT

ROALD DAHL Revolting Things to Touch and Feel (12pp)
£7.99 Board Book
Can you imagine what a giant’s foot feels like – or a rotten egg? Are you brave enough to
stroke a bumpy crocodile? Then this REVOLTING book is for you! (2+)
JULIA DONALDSON Counting Creatures (48pp)
£14.99
From a leopard with her cubs to a frog & its tadpoles, count each creature's babies & see
where they live (3+)
MARIA ISABEL SANCHEZ VEGARA Elton John (32pp)
£9.99
The 50th book in the ‘Little People, Big Dreams’ series. Meet Elton John, evergreen rock
legend who began his musical journey in Pinner. Includes a facts & photo section (4+)
KATY FLINT The Story Orchestra: Carnival of the Animals (24pp)
£14.99
Join James & John as they discover the magical world behind the bookcase. Each page
includes an excerpt from Saint-Saens’ ‘Carnival of the Animals’ (4+)
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ROB BIDDULPH Draw with Rob at Christmas (64pp)
£6.99 pbk
An activity book for budding artists. Learn to draw your favourite Christmas characters from polar bears to elves, from Father Christmas to a snowman (5+)
LEO LIONNI Go Fish Card Game (52 cards)
£9.99
Robust, Velcro fastened box of card games with seaside images: learn to play Go Fish,
Snap & Concentration (3+)
PROFESSOR MORTIMER Magical Creatures and Mythical Beasts (48pp)
£20
Use the UV torch to illuminate the different fabled creatures which hide in eighteen real
locations - from Athens’ Parthenon to California’s Yosemite National Park (6+)
TOVE JANSSON Moomins: Pull Out Prints (40pp)
£14.99
A classic collection of Moomin artwork, reproduced on high-quality card, which is ready
to frame – or enjoyed alongside quotes from the original books (6+)
EMILY HAWKINS Atlas of Record-Breaking Adventures (96pp)
£20
With over thirty scenes to explore, discover the world’s largest cave (Vietnam), the hottest
place on earth (Ethiopia) or the longest railway line (Russia) (7+)
DAWN CASEY Winter Tales (96pp)
£15.99
A heartwarming selection of wintery tales from all over the world - from North America
to Norway, Scotland to Siberia (7+)
CRISTINA BANFI The Big Book of Giant Sea Animals (40pp)
£16.99
Discover the biggest & the smallest sea creatures in this two-in-one book with the ‘Small
Book of Tiny Sea Animals’ cleverly slotted into the cover of the big book (7+)
RACHEL IGNOTOFSKY Women in Art Puzzle (500 pieces)
£14.99
Based on the inspiring book, a 500-piece puzzle depicting fifteen artists including Frida
Kahlo & Georgia O’Keeffe. Includes a helpful poster (8+)
LARA ALBANESE Space Maps (96pp)
£18.99
Learn about the marvels of the night sky: its constellations & the names given to them by
other cultures. Then venture even farther to different planets in the solar system (8+)
JK ROWLING Quidditch Through the Ages (160pp)
£25
The combined imaginations of the creator of Harry Potter & artist Emily Gravett bring an
illustrated companion to that devilishly difficult sport played in the wizarding world (8+)
CURATORIA DRACONIS The Dragon Ark (80pp)
£20
Welcome on board the Dragon Ark. Join the Dragon Protector as she travels the world,
seeking to protect the most exotic species & in particular the Chinese celestial dragon (8+)
HELENA HUNT A World of Art (64pp)
£16.99
Discover the stories behind the artists, movements & processes in the field of artistic
endeavour, from cave painting right up to the present (8+)
KATHERINE RUNDELL ED. The Book of Hopes (400pp)
£12..99
Stories, poems & pictures from stars such as Axel Scheffler, Jacqueline Wilson, Lauren
Child & Michael Morpurgo. A donation from each book goes to NHS charities (9+)
BILL BRYSON A Really Short History of Nearly Everything (176pp)
An adventure which takes us from the Big Bang to the dawn of science – along with
everything in between. Adapted from his 2003 classic for adults (9+)
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£20

CHRISTOPHER LLOYD ED. Britannica All New Children’s Encyclopedia (424pp) £25
From earth to universe, from ancient civilisations to the internet, discover the wonders of
the planet as well as some of the most intriguing mysteries still to be solved (9+)
ADAM KAY Kay’s Anatomy (416pp)
£14.99
Are bogeys safe to eat? This important question, along with many others, are answered in
this weird, funny but factual book which tells you what is really going on inside you (9+)
ELENA FAVILLI 100 Immigrant Women who Changed the World (224pp)
£25
Latest in the ‘Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls’ series, this time shining a spotlight on
immigrant women who have blazed a trail from Asma Khan to Madeleine Albright (10+)
YUVAL NOAH HARARI Sapiens: A Graphic History Vol 1 (248pp)
£18.99
Human evolution as imagined as a TV reality show, the extinction of mammoths & sabre
tooth tigers as a whodunnit. A graphic way to appreciate really ancient history (11+)

CLASSICS REVIVED

ALEX T SMITH Twelve Days of Christmas (56pp)
£9.99
(Or Grandma is Overly Generous.) A witty new take on the festive classic to be sung &
laughed over by all age groups (3+)
GERALDINE MCCAUGHREAN The Story of the Nativity (32pp)
£12.99
Retelling of the Nativity story with silhouette illustrations by Laura Barrett, first published
in 1998 (3+)
JEANNE WILLIS What are Little Girls Made Of? (32pp)
£9.99
Hurrah! Georgie Porgie does not make the girls cry & it is the Queen who puts Humpty
together again. Revel in these re-vamped Mother Goose nursery rhymes (3+)
KATHARINE HOLABIRD Angelina Ballerina (32pp)
£12.99
Angelina is a little mouse who yearns to be a ballerina. She dances all the time - at home,
at school, even in her dreams (4+)
KONNIE HUQ Fearless Fairy Tales (176pp)
£14.99
Meet Trumplestiltskin, Mouldysocks, Sleeping Brainy & Rap-Unzel in these updated
bedtime stories for the 21st century (5+)
ASTRID LINDGREN Pippi Longstocking Goes Aboard (208pp)
£20
Pippi Longstocking lives in Villa Villekulla with a horse, a monkey & a big suitcase full of
gold coins. A gift edition illustrated by Lauren Child, celebrating its 75th anniversary (6+)
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CHRISTIANNA BRAND Nurse Matilda (144pp)
£12.99
Nurse Matilda is the no-nonsense nanny who uses magic to rein in the mischievous
children in her charge, changing their lives forever (6+)
KATHERINE WOODFINE A Dancer’s Dream (64pp)
£14.99
In snowy St. Petersburg, young dancer Stana’s dreams have finally come true – she is to
play the lead in ‘The Nutcracker’. Will she impress Tchaikovsky & Marius Pepita? ( 7+)
HANS C ANDERSEN The Queen, the Princes and the Mermaid (192pp)
£12.99
Five of his best-loved tales including ‘The Little Mermaid’, ‘The Snow Queen’ & ‘The
Little Tin Soldier’. Black & white illustrations by Lucie Arnoux (7+)
KARRIE FRANSMAN Gender Swapped Fairy Tales (208pp)
A King sat at a window & sewed. As he sewed, he pricked his finger with the needle.
Sound familiar? Prepared to be surprised! (7+)

£20

CATHERINE BRUTON Another Twist in the Tale (272pp)
£7.99 pbk
What few know is that was a second Twist child - a girl, brought into the world moments
ahead of her brother, Oliver. This is the story of Twill Twist & her adventures (8+)
VERONICA COSSANTELI The Marvellous Land of Snergs (320pp)
£6.99 pbk
Based on E.A. Wyke-Smith's classic (said to be the inspiration for J.R.R. Tolkien's ‘The
Hobbit’) a tale of two children & their dog who run away & discover a magical land (9+)
ROSEMARY SUTCLIFF Frontier Wolf (224pp)
£19
Third volume set during the twilight years of the Roman occupation of Britain. Limited
edition from Slightly Foxed. Also recently published in the series: ‘Lantern Bearers’ (9+)
GEORGE ORWELL Animal Farm (144pp)
£10.99
Seventy-five years after its first publication, with an introduction by Christopher Hitchens
& period artwork for the jacket by Elizabeth Friedlander
PHILIP PULLMAN Northern Lights (300pp)
With full-colour illustrations by Chris Wormell, a gift edition to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of Lyra’s first journey into the unknown of the frozen North (9+)

To order any of the books in the
catalogue or for other suggestions
contact us at:
Barnes Bookshop
98 Church Road
London
SW13 0DQ
Tel: 020 8741 0786
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com
Or order online through bookshop.org
We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations.
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